
SIX DEGREES 

VOICE ENABLED TEAMS

Make and receive voice and video 

calls through Microsoft Teams

 Beyond Cloud.

Your people need to communicate and collaborate seamlessly, wherever they are. Six Degrees Voice
Enabled Teams enables organisations to make and receive voice and video calls through Microsoft
Teams. Consolidate your Microsoft Teams collaboration software with your unified communications
platform, and achieve cost efficiencies whilst delivering a ubiquitous experience to your end users. 
Six Degrees will deploy Microsoft Phone System for your organisation, ensuring you leverage the 
maximum benefits from Microsoft’s transformational collaboration tool.

Beyond Cloud

Microsoft Phone System

Calling in Teams starts with Microsoft Phone System. It provides the calling features every organisation needs, along with the ease of use and 
flexibility your users demand.

Enterprise 
cloud
calling

Collaborative 
calling

experiences

Customer 
support

experiences

Global 
administrative
experiences

Give people the calling
features they need to get 

business done, wherever they 
are and on whatever device.

Get consultative transfers, 
music on hold, call park, and

cloud voicemail in Teams.

Deliver great collaborative
experiences as part of Phone 

System in Microsoft Teams
with features such as group 
call pickup, delegation, and 

shared line appearance.

Help to ensure every 
customer is answered and 

routed to the right queue with 
cloud auto attendants and

call queues in Phone System.

Administer and monitor 
your calling in Microsoft 365
with the Teams admin centre 
and call quality dashboard.

Save time for your IT
professionals with a

centralised experience.



For more information on Six Degrees Voice Enabled Teams or to setup a consultation, contact your 
Account Manager or email: cloudsales.pg@6dg.co.uk

Our 
Credentials:

Speak to our experts today on 0800 012 8060 or visit www.6dg.co.uk 

Six Degrees Voice Enabled Teams

Enable people to use existing phone numbers with Teams Phone System for a complete calling experience that includes dial tone.

Leverage the 
Six Degrees 

Network

Keep your 
phone

numbers

Stay 
flexible

Deliver 
reliability with 
certification

Use the Six Degrees global 
voice network to power your 
Microsoft Teams deployment 

throughout Europe, the 
Americas and APAC.

Get a rich Teams calling 
experience using existing 
phone numbers without

porting them.

Handle the complex calling 
requirements of small and 
large organisations with

Six Degrees Voice
Enabled Teams.

Ensure reliability for your 
cloud-calling deployment 
by using the Six Degrees

LiveNumber service to
auto re-route calls based on 
up to three pre-loaded plans.

We help customers enjoy all the game-changing potential of cloud. We create secure, flexible platforms that set organisations free to achieve 
and exceed their boldest aspirations, whatever those may be.

Make and receive voice and video calls through Microsoft Teams

Straightforward pricing model. When purchased through Six Degrees, Microsoft Teams, Phone System and Direct Routing feature 
a straightforward per user per month pricing model.

Compliant voice, video and screen recording. Record all users regardless of location or device, store recordings to data sovereignty 
requirements with multi-level encryption, and follow compliance policies to ensure only required recordings are retained.

Meeting rooms. Six Degrees will supercharge your spaces to make them hybrid working friendly. We will scope the deployment 
and survey your meeting room, supply and install equipment, and deliver monitoring solutions for in-life visibility.

Microsoft 365 Data Protection. Microsoft 365 Data Protection, included as standard in our Premium package, delivers 
cloud-to-cloud backup that enables your organisation to access, control and protect Microsoft 365 data.

Advanced reporting. As part of the Advanced and Premium packages, Six Degrees will configure your Microsoft Teams reporting 
to ensure it delivers actionable insights that enable you to maintain secure, performant services.

Unlimited UK minutes. As part of the Advanced and Premium packages, Six Degrees Voice Enabled Teams features unlimited 
UK minutes, delivering exceptional value and minimising your organisation’s voice spend.
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